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This session

• What WAS data is available?

• How do I access WAS data?

• What support is available for using WAS data?

• Plans for future data dissemination
What is available on WAS datasets?

- Wave one (2006/08) and wave two (2008/10)
- End User License dataset (new for 2013)
- Special License dataset
- Virtual Microdata Laboratory dataset
How do I access WAS data?

• UK Data Service
• End User License (SN 7215)
• Special License (SN 6415)
• Secure Access
What support is available for using WAS data?

• Useful documentation in UK DS
  - User Guide: survey design/useful tips
  - questionnaire/showcards
  - Variable lists

• More detailed documentation in development

• UK Data Service support

• ONS support, training and advice
Plans for future dissemination

- WAS waves one to three will be deposited with the UK Data Service early 2014
- EUL, SL and VML datasets to be available
Questions?